2014 New Fiction Grades 5 and Up

**Turn Left at the Cow**  
By Lisa Bullard  
Sent to spend the summer with his Minnesota grandmother  
Travis discovers a big fish statue, butter heads and a bank robber for a father. Fun Read!

**Risked**  
by Margaret Haddix  
The sixth book in The Missing time travel series. Jonah and Katherine land in 1918 and during the Russian Revolution to help Alexei and Anastasia the future czar and his sister. (Great stories with history backgrounds)

**Sky Jumpers**  
By Peggy Eddleman  
Looks like the beginning of a great new series, hoping for Book 2  
In the aftermath of WW3, one of the few green spaces where humans survived is a crater town called White Rock. Above all else White Rock values the ability to create and invent something twelve year old Hope Toriella is not very good at.

**Full Ride**  
By Margaret Peterson Haddix  
Becca Jones was 13 when her father was sent to prison. Now 17, with college applications looming she is questioning why they have to hide their identities.

**Mr. Lemoncello’s Library**  
by Chris Grabenstein  
Twelve year old Kyle Keeley, learns that the world’s most famous game maker has designed a new library and is having a one night lock down party. Great books for kids who love to solve puzzle games and mysteries.

**The Sound of Your Voice**  
Only really far away  
by Frances O’Roark Dowell  
Third book in the “The Secret Language of Girls”, Kate and Marylin are now in seventh grade, facing issues about friends, boys and growing up.

**Listening for Lucca** by Suzanne LafLeur  
Sienna and her family hopes moving from NY to Maine will help her little brother Lucca find his voice. Sienna with her ability to see ghost fans of Because of Winn-Dixie will like this novel.

**Below**  
By Megan McKinlay  
On the day Cassie was born, they drowned her town. The mayor flipped a lever and everyone cheered as Old Lower Grange was submerged beneath five thousand swimming pools’ worth of water. Now, twelve years later, Cassie feels drawn to the manmade lake and the mysteries it hides.

**Nickel Bay Nick**  
by Dean Pitchford  
Eleven-year-old Sam Brattle is already having the worst Christmas ever – his dad’s bakery is going bankrupt and his mom is spending the holidays with her new family. Even worst then Christmas he spent in the hospital having a heart operation!

**Counting by 7’s**  
By Holly Goldberg Sloan  
Willow Chance is a genius who doesn’t fit in with normal and neither does her other friends who help her survive when tragedy strikes.
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